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ABSTRACT-The World Wide Web (WWW) is a huge
collection of information this allows the people to share
information from the repositories of databases which are
available globally. From day to day the information which
is available inside database is growing rapidly also the
number of user interaction with World Wide Web also
increased. The search engines play a major role to extract
these information to the user, there are many search engines
available today but retrieving the most optimized result is a
difficult task, however to overcome the problems in search
engines for retrieving the optimized results for user queries,
Semantic search technology plays a vital role. In this paper
the detailed survey is made about the need of semantic
technology and role of search engines in Expert based
system and semantic search strategies.
KEYWORDS
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I.INTRODUCTION
The Semantic Web is able to describe things in a way
which the computers can understand. This technology
is the up gradation of the current searching methods
[1] that provides the meaning of information in welldefined format that allows user to understand easily.
In semantic web the solution for the problems is
effectively overcome by its architecture itself. One of
the main components in semantic web is (RDF)
Resource Description Framework a new standard of
W3C the search efficiency has been improved by
multiple combinations made for user‟s keywords the
RDF looks subject, Predicate and Object for each
statement the user intend to search. The RDF is
purely an XML language and RDF enables exchange
and reuse of structured metadata. The second
important component in semantic infrastructure is
Ontology [2] this helps to make the relation among

the successful concepts. The ontologies use OWL
web ontology language in different levels we can
express they are OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full

ordering by increasing level. The Semantic Web will
support more efficient routing, expertise decision,
integration and reuse of data and provide support for
interoperability problem which cannot be resolved
with current web technologies.
Many search engines search the keywords
given by the user without any processing the
keyword and publish the result without prioritization;
in some cases these search results mislead the user to
unwanted pages. This is because the topic wise
search algorithms followed by the search engines
these algorithms face problems for processing the
user query‟s.for simple query this topic wise search is
efficient but in day today life much more complicated
intelligent based query arises in this situation these
search engines produce vulnerable results. They show
inaccurate result or some blind links in most of cases
search engines shows “results not found”. In future
the topic based search engines we can‟t rely on.
In this paper we going to make a survey on
existing literature about Semantic technology and
semantic web search methodologies, by classifying
the literature into few main categories, we review
their characteristics respectively. In addition, the
issues within the reviewed AI based semantic search
methods and engines are analyzed and concluded
based on perspectives.
II. BACK GROUND
The extraction of information from World
Wide Web is not a new mechanism but we have to
face challenges in information retrieval in many
ways. There is different kind of search engines
available in WWW each search engine follows a
unique mechanism of indexing and processes of
search of its own so the information extraction as
well as the result produced by these search engines
are not the same. Some of the popular search engines
such as GOOGLE, YAHOO, BING and ALTA
VISTA produce results based on queries after the
keyword are processed.
They only search
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information available on the web page, recently
updated, some research group‟s such as SWOOGLE
start delivering results from their semantics based
search engines, and however most of them are in
their initial stages they face certain problems in
matching ontology and combining keywords in RDF.
The major problems facing by the search engines are
they not able to gather content whole indexing in
entire internet.

requirement in search space due to lack of semantic
structure. Hence in most of the cases the search
engines produces ambiguous results that mislead the
user to wrong pages. The semantic web is developed
to overcome some of the present problems.
•
•

The World Wide Web is a huge collection of
information which is available globally but huge
lacks in existence of semantic mapping structure
hence without any onto-semantic structure it is very
difficult for the computer to understand the
information which is provided by the user. In
distributed environment web structure the following
problems are widely faced they are
 How the queries are mapped to documents
where the information available by the
search engine but in most cases it not
provide intelligent and meaning of the
entire information what the user required?


How the user queries are processed and
stopping keyword makes search of user
keywords?



The web documents are connected one after
another with the help of hyperlink so the
results are distributed among different
documents. The main problem here is how
the search engine efficiently recognizes
such distributed results?

•
•

•

The contents available in web lack a proper
structure regarding the representation of
information.
Ambiguity of information resulting from
poor interconnection of information.
There is lacking in automatic information
tracking and transferring in web
There is no universal format is followed so
there is a lack in transparency and
incapability of machines to understand the
given information
The crawler lose information in web without
any universal structure

To overcome the above disadvantages the researchers
work hard to implement semantic structure for
example hakia a search engine works like Wiki it will
match the user keyword and produce a meaning
match result. The hakia following a semantic
technology called Q-D-E-Xing [7] this is capable of
processing Blogs, Newsletters and social networks
also. ]. It can process any kind of digital artifact by its
Semantic web Rank technology using third party API
[9].



How the single crawler in a search engine
able to search effectively a huge database
which is available entire world with
millions of servers got information of the
user?
The infrastructure of the semantic web itself
provide solution of the problems above stated hence
it is basically AI based search technology in must
produce meaningful information for the user queries
with the help of ontology and RDF. The third
problem is solved by graph based ontology models
[6]. The need of the semantic arises in extra ordinary
situations such as knowledge representation and
natural language understanding. The below
mentioned diagram explains the semantic framework
a. Limitations in Current Web
Even though the World Wide Web got huge
collection of information in its distributed global
database but still lacks in semantic structure. It is
very difficult for the machines to understand the user

Fig.2.2.1semantic web layer Infrastructure
III. INTELLIGENT SEMANTIC WEB
a. Intelligent Search Engines
The research conducted by the Patrick Lambrix and
NahidShahmehri [13] about the precision and recall
methodologies. The both scheme are widely used in
semantic web to retrieve the information the user
required but there is lot of problems enhancing the
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performance. The new technique here adopted is
subsumption information gathering technique this
allows retrieving both desired topic as well as
information about more specific topics. The results
has been tested with new subsumption technique the
performance of both precision and recall increased
sufficiently testing carried out with small database
the results are promising.
Anita Ferreira and John Atkinson discussed various
issues on Artificial Intelligent search engines in his
book the author described about spider web resource
and intelligent information gathering model for
intelligent searching and filtering using natural
language feedback. The operation starts with natural
language queries provided by a user (that is, general
queries,
general
responses,
feedback,
and
confirmation) and then passes them on to the
discourse-processing phase the phase tells about RDF
and Ontology, which generates the corresponding
interaction turns (natural language output), arriving at
a specific search request.
The Artificial intelligent based Semantic search
engine with semantic interfacetechnology where
included for several tests by FuMingHung[10]. The
study is about the integration of ontology in
Knowledge database concepts the ontology will map
and form a graph based structure for every keyword
the user intend to search. The efficiency has been
dynamically improved by Description Logic
Software the logic introduced for integration of
ontology in Knowledge Database.

links to web pages that are considered relevant for
their search. The information both internally and
externally used by local personal Agents. [12] These
agents are a mainly software agent which mainly runs
inside each server.
IV. SEMANTIC AND ONTOLOGY
Li Ding, Tim Finin, Anupam Joshi, Rong Pan, R.
Scott Cost, Yun Peng, PavanReddivari, Vishal C
Doshi, [25] and Joel Sachs presentsSWOOGLE a
search engine uses a crawler indexing and ontology
based retrieval mechanism for semantic web. The
World Wide Web got huge collection of Concepts
(Web pages) the main aim of this search engine is to
extract metadata for each successfully discovered
concept. The mapping carried out by forming the
relationship between concepts this is effectively done
with the help of ontology. The characters use NGram
and URI this keyword that effectively matches the
web concepts. Finally the information collected are
stored and ranked with the help of rank algorithm.
Stefano Mazzocchi[26] discussed about the
information resource sharing and how the
information networks are created from seamlessly
connected sources of information. This information is
distributed throughout the world in decentralized
manner so no control over the nodes. There is a need
of data to be centralized but the problem is cost for
implementing it amount of information stored with
amount of people involved. The knowledge
representation for information also prescribed how
much knowledge the system able to provide users
from its effective search results

SathyasaiPrakash in his research [14] discussed about
AI based search engine the new level of architecture
is present here along with design specification for
next generation semantic web search engine the
author also described about push and pull models
how the data being traversed in world Wide Web.
The performance being measured by simulation
studies using fuzzy satisfaction and heuristic search.
The various analyses made after client and web
interaction.

The above discussion we have seen various
aspects of artificial intelligent based semantic web
search Technology. But lot of issues there once we
implement this technology in real world. Some of the
common issues arise as follows

The agents [11]a software module works as assistant
helps the user to make efficient search the research
presented by Inamdar and Shindi. Many search
engines we are using today uses a text based search
mechanism. This searching methodology only sees
text in web pages and extracts the text matched web
page. To overcome this author discuss about agents
each user is assisted by his/her own personal agent to
search the web. The major goal of each personal
agent is to propose to its user and to other agent‟s

a) High recall but low precision
We not able to say in all cases the semantic
technology show its performance due to low
precision in mapping concepts (pages) and unwanted
recall is high. For example the semantic search
engine Ding [25] is using the Google results and form
a metadata for the top results obtained from Google
in several test cases the semantic produce low
precision but high in recall. Hence more optimized

V. COMMON ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN
SEMANTIC WEB
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mapping required to improve precision.
b) Identify User intention
For any semantic search engine it must act
upon what the user is intend to search, using its
intelligence it produce the result more relevant to
user what he thought to search. For example the
analysis has been made in research [26] how to match
user intention and Semantic search hence it produce
most suitable results for user.
c) Inaccurate queries phrase.
The user who search in search engine only
haves domain specific knowledge so he give the
keyword or sentence. In search space the user will
not include any synonyms or potential variation in
query, that exactly matches results here the user have
a problem but aren‟t sure how to phrase.
d) Crawler Efficiency
The World Wide Web got trillions of
distributed information for the topic based search
engines it only extract the topic in pages and produce
a result to user. But once we go for semantic based
search engines it is capable of making multiple
choices for single user keyword. Second thing is it
forms metadata key based search for processing each
web documents or pages so single crawler is not
sufficient to do the task.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we saw about a brief survey of the
existing
literature
regardingArtificialintelligent
based semantic search technologies. The review also
made for various characteristics of semantic web
respectively.In addition, the issues within the
reviewed Artificial intelligent based semantic search
methods and engines are concluded based on four
perspectives High recall but low precision, Identify
User intention, Inaccurate queries phrase and Crawler
Efficiency In the future, our work will focus on the
deeper and broader research in the field of Artificial
intelligent based semantic search techniques, with the
purpose of concluding the current situation of the
field and promote the further development of
Artificial intelligent
based semantic search
technologies.
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